WELCOME TO CA SIGNS
Get to know us and what we can do for you.
“CA Signs has always provided a high level of service and follow up on our sign orders. Thanks for your continued service and follow through.”

- Robert
PNC FINANCIAL
CA Signs has been making beautiful custom signs for more than 50 years. Our team of skilled craftsmen use the latest state-of-the-art equipment and methods to consistently and efficiently produce signs of unmatched quality. CA Signs can help you bring your project to a smooth and timely completion, whatever your signage needs might be.
WHAT WE PROVIDE

DESIGN
Full design capability to bring your ideas to life, from paper to product. From our wide selection of various materials including Metals, Woods, Plastics, Stones, & Resins. Not to mention our endless color palettes, styles, fonts, & sizes.

FULL FABRICATION
Comprehensive factory with state-of-the-art machinery. Up to date machinery and technology allows us to produce signage in less time.

INSTALLATION
Year round installation crew to fulfill our customer's demands. Our experienced team knows the ins and outs of Interior, Exterior, Electrical, Non-Electrical, Wayfinding, & Branding signage.
CONSULTATION
Meet with one of our knowledgeable signage consultants to assess your needs.
• Qualified Experts
• Years of Experience
• Great References
• Project Management

CODE COMPLIANT
From room identification to complete certificate of occupancy, we know and understand the codes from the Americans with Disability Act of 1990 and work within all guidelines, especially those more specific to the State of California.

INTERIOR
Anything and everything for directing customers and clients around any building or tower.
• Lobby Directionals
• Room Identifications
• Directories
• Restroom Symbols
• Flag Mounted Identifiers
• Egress Maps

EXTERIOR
Any exterior grade way-finding signage.
• Illuminated or Non-Illuminated Monuments
• Company Branded Logos
• Parking Garage Wayfinding
• Fabricated Channel Letters

FOR ALL YOUR SIGNAGE PROJECTS
WATERJET SYSTEMS

Waterjet cutting has revolutionized the industry and we are in step with the changes. With the ability to cut through almost any material up to 6” in thickness, delivering fast and efficient work quality has never been easier. Our systems include a 6’x13’ and 5’x10’ table which means productivity is always moving.

WIDE FORMAT PRINTING

Digital graphics is leading the new wave of signage designs, look and feel. With 2 full size 4’x8’ flatbed wide format printers, producing a designers dream of color and layers into a reality is now an everyday task. UV lights help cure the ink in seconds leading to instant installations and delivery.

ROLL PRINTING

From banner material to low tac concrete vinyl, our 64” eco-solvent ink roll printer is suitable for all applications, both interior and exterior. Whether floor graphics are needed for a trade show, to column banners for your hotel, we can cover all areas.
CA Signs specializes in complete comprehensive signage packages for both public and private sectors covering commercial, education, government, healthcare, hospitality & entertainment, residential and parking structures. Signage scope ranging from ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) code compliant signs, wayfinding, directionals, monuments, non-illuminated and illuminated letters, fabricated channel letters, dedication plaques, vinyl graphics & digital prints.